Site construction sequencing should be assessed before the appropriate Visqueen Standard Detail is selected & approved by the Designer.

The design of a Sub-floor Ventilation Layer should be considered to dilute & disperse ground gases.

KEY TO MATERIALS:
(Refer to Visqueen Technical Data for full detailed material specification).
1) VISQUEEN ZEDEX OPT DPC.
2) VISQUEEN ZEDEX HIGH BOND DPC TORCH BONDED on SMOOTH PRIMED CONCRETE or BLOCKWORK.
3) VISQUEEN GR SELF ADHESIVE MEMBRANE on SMOOTH PRIMED CONCRETE SLAB.
4) VISQUEEN VAPOUR BARRIER.

NB: DO NOT SCALE - USE FIGURED DIMENSIONS ONLY.
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Project: Standard Detail : Typical R.C Raft Foundation Detail.
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